Abstract
LCSS(Longest Common Sub-String), has wide range of applications in many areas, such as string edit distance, the detection of DNA sequences' similarity, the retrieval of human motion sequences. Of these related issues, time and space complexity of getting LCSS between time series can greatly affect the solution efficiency.
For time series matching problem, most early researchers used Euclidean distance measure [1, 2] , which is difficult to match the linear scaling of time axis, and sensitive to noise. Other common measure methods are DTW(Dynamic Time Warping distance), LCSS, their main advantage is that the elastic matching on time axis can be achieved. DTW algorithm was first used for the feature extraction of time series in references [3] , then the application was extended to high-dimensional time series [4] , at the same time another time series similarity measure model called LCSS was proposed [5] . The accuracy of LCSS measure model is significantly higher than DTW model in sharp random noise [6] , it's more suitable for engineering applications.
Nowadays, introduction of multi-core architecture makes computing power doubled. The compute ability of GPU is much more increased, which is not only limited to traditional graphics processing, but also cooperate with CPU in more than graphic computation field. GPU's parallel computing power can greatly improve the computing performance. In addition, NVIDIA's CUDA development platform [7] enables programmers to access the parallel processing architecture of GPU in C language environment, which facilitates the use of GPU.
Reference [8] first proposed a parallel algorithm of LCSS based on GPU, however, because it simply makes the classic DP algorithm of LCSS paralleled, so the improvement of performance is limited. Reference [9] proposed a GPU accelerated biological sequence alignment algorithm, but due to the particularity of problem(character set limited), the usage is limited. Then an efficient index structure for high dimensional time series called inverted list was proposed [10] , which used perfect matching based on Boolean logic, however this method has the same shortcomings with Euclidean distance.
Contrapose the problem of high-dimensional time series retrieval method above, a new similarity matching algorithm was designed [11] , by adding the inverted list, this algorithm not only improved the retrieval efficiency, but also ensured a low leakage rate and the false detection rate, and it is still able to guarantee high accuracy in the case of sharply noise, however, it is proved that the complexity of serial LCSS algorithm's lower bound is O(mn) [12] . Studies show that if the parallel algorithms are adopted [13] [14] [15] , the efficiency can be essentially improved.
In most time series retrieval applications, we find that the actual match rate is not so high. So this paper propose a Parallel-Limited-LCSS algorithm based on inverted list structure and limited minimum matching rate on CUDA GPU platform, which can effectively use the parallel processing capability of GPU, avoid most unnecessary computation. Experiments show that, our method performs over 240 times faster than classical algorithms, and over 20 times faster than traditional parallel algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we briefly present the GPU-based parallel programming model. Section 3 gives the definitions of the problem, and illustrates our data structure and algorithm, then an algorithm optimization strategy is given out to accelerate the calculation. Section 5 evaluates the performance of our algorithm with experimental results. Finally, section 6 concludes this paper.
2.Related Concept
NVIDIA's GPU is a special thread manager, which supports high-speed parallel data buffer, and has a powerful data computing power. When computing, GPU plays as the co-processor of CPU. The large number of floating-point and similarity calculation can all be calculated parallel on GPU.
The tasks of GPU are performed by the thread function allocated by developers. The thread block is expressed in the form of thread array, at the same time, the thread block is also arranged to form arrays in the form of parallel computing grid.
As shown in Figure 1 . , the size of grids and blocks are specified in the host-side when kernel function is called, and CUDA predefined variable will specify each thread with unique index number, developers can access the data in GPU through thread index or shared memory. GPU will scheduling the stream processors to work simultaneously, and finish calculation. as the matching rate of them. For a given minimum match rate ρ    , we call P matches Q, if and only if LCSS(, ) ≥ ρ    • min(, ).
Definitions of Parallel-Limited-LCSS
A GPU-based parallel algorithm for time series pattern mining Tao Sun, Jian Sha, Lin Feng Parallel-Limited-LCSS is a parallel similarity measure method based on GPU, which limits the minimum matching rate of the sequences to determine whether they are matched or not. And then, we improve its efficiency through inverted list further more.
Definition 2: Given a sequence P, define a set Σ(), which includes all characters appears in P. Definition 3: Given a sequence S [1. .n], and S [1. .k] is the prefix of S, which has k characters, we use S k represent it, and S[k] means the k-th character of S, where 0≤  ≤ .
Definition 4: Given sequences P and Q, define  , (, ) = min{|LCSS(  ,   ) = } , and min{∅}=∞, to facilitate the presentation, we use f(i,j) represent  , (, ).
Where for any prefix Q i of Q, {|LCSS(  ,   ) = } represents a set whose elements are the prefix length of sequence P, its LCSS with Q i is j, so f(i,j) means the shortest prefix length of them. For example, as shown in Figure 2 ., given two sequences P="adbc", Q="abcdefg", set i=5, j=2, then we have Proving: According to definitions, f( + , ) = ∞ means P h , the prefix of P, who makes the equation LCSS(P h ,Q M+d )=d established does not exist, so if we want the LCSS length of Q's prefix and P is d, the length of Q's prefix should be at least M+d = (1 −     ) • .
On the other hand, if we want the LCSS of the remaining part of Q and P is d, the remaining part of Q must be less than m-d-M=    • .
Summing up to above, by the definition of limited minimum matching rate in 2.1 we can see, P and Q must match fails.
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Algorithm description
(1) Initialization: Our algorithm is realized based on the improved parallel dynamic programming algorithm. First we construct the state-transition matrix H M*N (see Table 1 . ), its element is f(i,j), and
By Property 2 and 3, we can determine the initial value as shown in Table 1 . Table 1 . The initial state-transition matrix
(2) Compute process: From the recursive formula of Theorem 1, we can see that f(i+1,j+1) is only relate with f(i,j+1), it means we can fill each column of Table 1 . parallel. It's computing order on GPU is shown in Figure 3 . 
Algorithm steps
In order to express the elements in Table 2 . in standard matrix form, we define the matrix elements as Step 3: Use CUDA API to call the kernel functions which will run on GPU, then we use thread synchronization executive the following operations on GPU along each column in the matrix:
return FALSE 10 end for 11 end for 12 return TRUE
Step 4: When Step 3 returns TRUE, indicates that P matches Q, otherwise they do not match.
Step 5: End.
Algorithm optimization
With the help of inverted list, when the algorithm searches the position Q[i+1] first appears in sequence P after position f(i,j), we only need to check from the position f(i,j) to get the value of f(i+1,j+1). Note that the value of the inverted list is stored orderly, it's obviously that binary search method can effectively reduce the time complexity. The inverted list is defined as below:
Given a sequence T[1.
.n], its inverted index consists two parts:
(1) Character set V = {v i } includes all character appear in T. 
4.Experiments

Experiment platform
Our experiments use Intel i7 920 CPU processor, NVIDIA GeForce 9800 GPU(512M Graphic memory) as hardware environment. Software environment is Windows XP SP3,VS 2005+ NVIDIA CUDA 3.1. And CUDA's running parameter is determined by experiments, and the data scale. All the experiment data comes from UCI(University of California -Irvine), which is a database of machine learning maintained by University of California.
Experiment result
To compare the efficiency between our algorithm and the other methods, we choose 6 groups of human motion sequence of different length from UCI database as experimental data, of which 5 groups are set as query sequence, one sequence as pattern.
Experiment 1: Compare the efficiency between our algorithm and the other methods. From Figure  4 . we can see that the executing time of our method is obviously less than the other method. Figure 5 . show that when the value of ρ    is about 50%, the algorithm needs more time. In consideration of actual application needs, when the value of ρ    is 95%, we get optimal efficiency and practicality. Figure 6 . show that when ρ    is fixed at the optimal value of experiment 2, we check the efficiency changes of different method with different actual similarity sequences. From the experiment results in Figure 6 . , we can see when the actual similarity increases, the query time of fuzzy method is almost not affected; the query time of Limited-LCSS increases with the increase of actual similarity, the query efficiency will be less than Fuzzy method when the similarity is more than 80%, and the complexity will reduce to the complexity of classical dynamic programming algorithm. Relatively speaking, as our algorithm is highly parallel due to GPU execution, the increase of query time is not significant. Experiment 4: Verify the algorithm efficiency affected by the distribution of match location. Figure  7 . shows that when we fix the value of ρ    and the actual similarity at 30%, we check the query efficiency of different similarity distribution in query sequence. Figure 7 . The efficiency at different matching location distribution Experiment result shows, when the match position is gradually near the end of sequence, the efficiency of Fuzzy method is not affected by the data distribution. From the experiment result we find that the efficiency of Parallel-Limited-LCSS is significantly higher than the other two algorithms.
5.Conclusion
Taking human movement sequence, a typical high-dimensional time series as an example, this article presents a parallel similarity matching algorithm on GPU which is based on inverted list and limited minimum matching rate. This algorithm utilizes the features of character position series provided by inverted list and then uses GPU to parallel the calculation. Compared with traditional matching algorithm and the simple algorithm using GPU, this algorithm is more efficient. The experiments show that the retrieval algorithm presented by this article is better in efficiency and accuracy.
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